EU Declaration of Conformity

For the following equipment:
(1) UP Xtreme Board (2) UP Xtreme Edge computing system (3) AI Core X

(Product Name)
(1)xUPxWHLx(x – where x may be any combination of alphanumeric characters or “-” or blank)
(2)xUPxEDGEx(x – where x may be any combination of alphanumeric characters or “-” or blank)
(3)xPERxTAIXx(x – where x may be any combination of alphanumeric characters or “-” or blank)

(Model Name)
AAEON Technology Inc.

(Manufacturer Name)
5F, No.135, Lane 235, Pao Chiao Rd, Hsin-Tien Dist., New Taipei City, Taiwan, R.O.C

(Manufacture Address)

is here with confirmed to comply with the requirements set out in the Council Directive on the Approximation of the Laws of the Member States relating to Electromagnetic Compatibility (2014/30/EU) and RoHS Directive (2011/65/EU). For the evaluation regarding the Directives, the following standards were applied:

CISPR 32: 2015 (Ed 2.0) / C1: 2016
AS/NZS CISPR 32: 2015
EN 61000-3-2: 2014
EN 61000-3-3: 2013
IEC 61000-4-11: 2004 + A1: 2017

The following importer/manufacturer is responsible for this declaration:

AAEON Europe

(Company Name, Importer)

Ekkersrijt 4002, 5692 DA Son, the Netherlands

(Company Address, Importer)

Person responsible for this declaration:
Howard Lin

(Name, Surname, Importer)

Chief Executive Officer

(Position/Title)

(Legal Signature)

Netherlands                      Nov. 26, 2019
(Place)                          (Date)

AAEON Technology Inc.

(Company Name, Manufacturer)

5F, No. 135, Lane 235, Pao Chiao Rd., Hsin-Tien Dist., New Taipei City 23145, Taiwan, R.O.C

(Company Address, Manufacturer)

Person responsible for this declaration:
Chihong Liao

(Name, Surname, Manufacturer)

QA & CS Div. /Vice General Manager

(Position/Title)

(Legal Signature)

Taipei                          Nov. 26, 2019
(Place)                          (Date)